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ABSTRACT 1

Asspart of a larger project on teaching reading, this
paper describes the mork involved,in constructing anreffecti,ie
instrument to evaluate teachers' knowledge of reading pedagogy.
Ekisting tests were reviewed and rejected because of their focus on
specific knowledge and diagnostic 'concepts rather than on measuring
the knowledge implicitly tied to the concepts of reading. The paper
proposes a field observation instrument based on the three forms of
knowledge identified by...1.P. Soltis: knowledge "that,. refers to 4'
cognitive, verbal,- or propositional* knowledge; knowledge -
explains noncognitive abilities that are teachable and learnable when
one possesses certain skills;-andknovledge "tool, or the disposition

.

to act in certain ways. The paper suggests that a first step in
constructing items for the evaluation is to define the ',theta.'
consistentwith a given conception of reading in.order to establish a
basis for the '"how" behaviors. (MAI)
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, )
The aiprk described in this paper is part of a larger project, Teacher's

Conception ocReaging, at the Institute for Research on Teaching.* The

main purpose a2 the hubproject is to construct a measure of teachers'
.

knowledge of,reading pedagogy. If the project is successful, the Initru-

v.

ment will be used to provide supplementary information about the teachers

. of grades kindergarten through six who are being. observed in the project.
P

Teachers identified as having a particular concepdgn will be given the
A

test to determine whether a strong knowledge base is associated with a

.

particular conception of reading or with a more open, eclectic conception./

Ultimately, the goal is to determine (a) the extent to which specific-
.)

kilowledge is related to specific beliefs, and (b) whether teachers'

knowledge of reading has an observable impact in their teaching of reading.

Located at Michigan State University. The Institute for Research on
Teaching is funded by the National Institute of Education.
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Iiaaddressi g the tail( of constructing a knowledge -test of reading

,pedagogy one must first decide what constitutes the relevant body of

knowledge for such ,a test. This is complicatedby the tact that one is

inclined to be influenced b5i,the varying and sometimes conflicting cPncep-
r

, tual views of the subject Mattet of reading Redagogy that either overtly
.

.
pr implicitly describe and prescribe what is and/or what 'ought to be the

relevant knowledge. To curb-this inclination it is desirable to use-
-.

techniques of philosophical analysis which offer theppfunity toAjec-
,

lively examine id think about the subject matter of reading pedagogy. 411

.
By'. maintaining a stance of neutrality one is in a position both to gain a

4
41'

clearer understanding of the subject matter and to establish

basis for taking decisions as to whether'this or that bit of

Swill be included lin the test. rut another way, one can view

a firiler

knowledge

a -ctmplex

subject from different perspectives with resRect to establishing aknowlege

.

baslyout canceling out_one conceptual view while examining the validity

of another. The fact is that at the present time it appears.to be dys-

functional to pursue the method of the teaching of reading; consequently,

it_ seems essential tarecognize diet purposeful teaching and !learning can

occur whatever one's conceptual belief, provided"it is grounded in essen-

.. tial, core knowledge of the subject of reading.

The task begins, 13then, , seeking:an.Swers to this. question: What

. i
.

.

kinds of subject matter must legitimately comprise the essential knowledge

t
.

base of reading pedagogy. In conqi-dering what constitutes knowledge and
.

/
-e,

.
. ,

what forms knowledge takes, Soltis (1968) 'identifies.3 forms of knowledge:

iplowledge that, knowlqdge howl and knowledge to. He atgues that because
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subject matte(knowledge) is a, relational concept it-is constructive to

talk about it in the context of teaching and learning, where a basic

A

triadic' schema can be formulated as

'0

4 Someone (S) teaches someone (P) something (x).

In such a context; subject matter'reiers to something whieti.ye speak' of

teaching and learning where knowledge that knowledge how"and knOwledge

to can be substituted for the x.

Soltig' three forms of knowledge can be hrieflycharaoterized.

Knowledge that refers-to cognitive, verbal, or propositional knowledge.

One knows facts or had information; but'being able to make appropriate

statements about what is known doeb not necessarily imply an understanding

of'-these facts. A large part of What:is taught and learned in formal

educational situations is this type of knowledge. An.exampleOf knowledge,

that would be-.,Ms. Foxyteacher's knowledge of a definition for the schwa.

'She can state the defiriltion and may,even be able to make thd schwa sound

in oral reading but this does not necessarily indicate that she knows how

to teach the schwa to children.

Knowledge how refers to noncognitiVe abilities.that are teachalle

and learnable where one possesses certain skills and is ableito perQrm

4 certain operations with more'or less success. Thus, one has the capacity

to act in a certain way. For example, Ms. Phonicmeister knows hbw 'to
6

read; and she endeavors to teach Johnny how to read. Ryle ''(1949) argues

that there is a fundamental independence of verbal and performance know -

ledge. In line ,with this argument, it -is true that knowing now to read'

does not imply or require one's knowing any thats of phonics. And 'con-7".

versely, acquiring' verbal knowledge of the thats of phonics content

4

\
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does not assure that one will be able to read. Yet,. it does no follow

that teaching how does, not require'knowledge that. Ms. Phonicmeiser prob-
.

'ably, could not .tear anyone how, to decode,unlesti she had at least impli-

cit knowledge of so e of the thats of phonic content,

Knqwledge'to refers to the propensity VT 1sposition to act,i

. tain ways: ;It acquiring knowledge to, one aciires "more than the

cer-

v

is the tendencycapacity to act in a certain way And that something more

' to so dt,e! (Soltig, 1968, p. 32). For example, we can speak of Ns..S. (-
. c

v
, . .

. . .

`setting up experiences that will bring P to enjoy reading. In such an

'instance P will have something more than just facts about reading or the

skills requisite to knowing how to read' Ttat something more is the'

tendency or disposition to take the facts and skills acquired in the

classroom and to use them seeking out and taking advantage of oppor=
7

tunities-to enjoy reading.

. ,

Existing Instruments

A review of the existing tests of knowledge ofreading,pedagogy

reveals that most.of them focus on specific knowledge, (knowledge that),

notably phonics generalizations and other word recognition skills

(Shannon, 1959; Farinella, 1960; Aaron, 1960; Ramsey, 1962; Broman, 1962; -

Durkin, 1964; M ollumr 1964; Spache & Baggett, 1965; Henriksen, 1967; .

Mallett, 1972; ompson, 1972; MazUrkiewi&z, 1975). Essenti;llyi these

tests assess teachers'sknowledp"of symbol sound relationsh irmin-

ology, definitions, and generalizations. The teacher is asked to supply

a term, state a rule, or choos

1,

an example that demonstrates knowledge

of specific word analysis skills,' The implication is that\lhe extent
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to which.teachers an'aftd do teach their pupils phonics and syllabication

skills-is dependent upon their knowledge of the basic principles and

.
mechanics of word analysis.' While this id-probably so, the fact remains

that a demonsmation of knowledge that is, not a, demonstration either of

knowledge how or of ability to actually teach reading.

Several instruments focus on diagnostic concepts (Wade,,1960; Bufhett,

1961; ThOmas, 1975) and a test constructed by Artley and Hardin (1975)

presumesto measure a teacher's understanding of the reading act and the

strategies used in readinginstration. WhiAe the .diagnostic measures

and the Artley-Harden instrument asses broader areas than some of the

other tests, the assumption that seems t be inherent in these e-sts4

appears to be that the universal 'set thats exipts for the'teaching

of reading. The problem L that variant conceptual views of the reading

process are not acknowledged, so the possibility of alternative but

equally acceptable teaching acts is not recognized.

The main:limitation of existing tests, then, is that not one of the

tests measures 'the knowledge-implicity tied to various conceptions of

reading - knowledge a teacher is likely to have if she/he holds'a par-
,

ticular.conceptual view. In essence, the' existing tests do not dabple

the .complex nature of the subject matter of reading pedagogy as it

relates to differing conceptual views. s'

A Tentative Direction

'

nceGiven teachers' varied conceptions of reading and the limitations

-1
,of existing tests, .Soltis' three forms of knowledge seem useful for

getting at the knowledge essential to teach6re of reading. Ideally, one
't

ti 6
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would probably Fish ioitssess knowledge to, where the tendency to use

the facts or skills that Have been acquired would be measured. rather

6

than the facts or skills themselves. The probleM is that observational

techniques rather than paper and pencil devices would be required for

the assessment and valid and reliAble measures would be difficult as .

well as time consuming to obtain. Measurement f knowledge to would be -

prohibitively expensive for any extensive application.

In assessing knowledge that one would measure the factual informa-

tion Or propositions that form the basis, for knowledge how. Onewould

not attempt to establish the universal set of thats but, rather,

?

acknowledge that a subset of thats exists relative to a particular con-

r 1k'

ceptual view: The relevant.kpowledge that for a given'teacher would,

depend, at least in part: on his/her conception of reading.
A

While the inclusioof knOwledge that is probably essential in a

knowledge test, items which measure knowledge haw are °especial signifi-
.

cance for a test ofreading pedagogy., Because teaching is a skilled

behavior it is important to obtain an indication of the teacher's unAer-
,

standing of instructional procedures in addition to measures of facts and
.

propositions. Since the universal set of thats does not exist and, since

knowledge how is based on_knowredge that, one cannot expect to come up

with absolute hows. However, paper and pencil test ftePas probably can:

be constructed which examine the hows of-reading peddtogy and provide

insights into teachers' conceptions of the eadhing of reading.

A first step in constructing such items would 43t to define the

thats which establish a basis for a how. That is, one lould choose thats
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whicb Are consistent with a given conception of reading. With such a

4base established one could look for how behaviors consistent with the

that base, or, in fact, one could construct items in pf two ways.

One could set up a situation in the stem composed of a that or_thats

and the how answer would be contingent. upon the thats which make up the

hbw. One would say ifthat (or if -that, tha't and thtt) then how.' Items

could alsoj be constructed by setting up a how in the stem and the

examinee would pick the option which supplied the reason for a certain

action - which:would be the basic thats.

Consider an example, where two thats are assumed:

1. General reading ability_is facilitated when a child

learns (masters) specific word recognition skills.

2. Proper use 'of the schwa sound is an important decoding

k skill.

Mm In line' ith the thats, the following how item could be constructed:

4

/

. ,

rIn eading connected text, Smedley is unable to pro-
.

ce words containing the schwa sound. To help Smedley,

, the teaser should -

a. teach'a lesson on the schwa sound

b. Tess context as an aid in word recognition

c. provide concentrated drill with' flashcards

d. ask Smedley to write and illustrate words with the

schwa sound

Options a and b come from two different conceptions of reading

pedagogy /development, with the "correct" answer dependent upon the concep-

tion of reading. Teachers who choose opiLlot a presumably believe,thire

8
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shouId be an early emphasis on teaching the letter-sound relations

I

4

P

while teachers who choose option b presumably stress meaning and view

the graphophonictcueing system in relation to syntactic and semantic

information for word recognition. Whether a subject has chosen the

"correct" answer would depend on whether the subject accepts or reject
A

antecedent thats.

We will, no doubt, come up with still other options for constructing

items. But one thing is perfectly clear; In reading pedagogy, "correct"

answers depend as mpch on wh-at one believes at on what can be empirically

demonstrated to be so.

-

j
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